
 

Here is a collection of movies dubbed in Hindi, for those who don't want to read subtitles. We have a mix of animations and live-
action movies that are available for free with ads or premium for a charge. Hindi dubbing studios like Neelima Productions and
Anuvab Pictures offer high quality dubs, made by professionals who care about the craft and take their work seriously. For
movies in Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam or other regional language, go to the appropriate section of the website. Movies are not all
dubbed in Hindi and English, there are many dubbed in regional languages as well. Rare and old movies without any English
subtitles, can be found here in the regional language and subject category. If you like our selection, bookmark this page to see
new movies that we add every week. Subscribe to RSS feed to receive an update whenever we add a new movie.

NOTE : Quality of videos (and subtitle) may vary depending on source (youtube). Some demand much faster internet
connection than others. Higher bitrate is better for higher definition video and clear audio.  Rare and low-quality videos will be
removed from the list once we get enough links for good quality videos. Please report dead links using 'report' button above.
NOTE : Subtitle with English subs is available for all movies with English subs. For those without subs, you may need to
download VLC player from this link . If you have trouble installing VLC player, please read the FAQ page. If it still doesn't
work after reading FAQ page, you can try to contact us using Contact Us tab at the bottom of the page. We'll try to sort out your
problem. NOTE : We strive to keep the content on this website relevant, but when it comes to movies, every individual has
different taste in movie genre, story line or actor / actress. As such we are unable to provide you with details of the movie in
advance. All we can tell is whether there are English subtitles available for a particular movie. We also cannot guarantee the
quality of the video or subtitles in any way, shape or form. Hope you understand and enjoy browsing our website for these Hindi
dubbed movies.
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